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The Ministry has put together all necessary measures to control the 
disease in accordance with World Animal Health Guidelines, which 
among others include; temporary suspension of all livestock markets, 
restriction of livestock movement and livestock products,  and 
temporary ban of livestock slaughters - Dr. Gilson Njunga ”

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE 
ENACTS WORLD ANIMAL HEALTH 

GUIDELINES TO CONTROL FMD
By Khalani Makunje

The Ministry of Agriculture, 
Irrigation and Water 

Development through the 
Department of Animal Health and 
Livestock Development (DAHLD) 
says it is implementing World 
Animal Health Guidelines to 
control Foot and Mouth Disease 
(FMD), which has affected seven 
districts of the country. 

Dr. Gilson Njunga, Deputy 

Director of Animal Health 
responsible for field services, 
stated that the disease is still 
prevailing in some districts such as 
Mchinji and Mzimba and has since 
affected other districts including 
Nsanje, Chikhwawa, Blantyre, 
Neno, Mwanza, Ntcheu, Dedza, 
Lilongwe, Kasungu, and Chitipa. 
In an interview on how the 
Ministry is managing the disease, 

EDITOR’S NOTE
Dear Readers,

I am extremely excited to welcome you to 
the second issue of your favorite DAES 
E-Newsletter that provides latest news, 
information as well as success and inspiring 
stories from across the country as far as 
agriculture is concerned. The huge response 
that we received from you, our dear readers, 
has motivated us and has been the driving 
force behind this new issue. 
Like the first DAES E-Newsletter issue, 
the second contains a number of educative 
and informative news, adverts, and articles 
that will be of great importance to you. This 
edition covers the success stories of Soy 
bean and Straberries production, how the 
Ministry is managing Foot and  Mouth disease 
among others. I am certain that the balanced 
combination of articles and information will be 
of great interest to you.
I am sure that there is still scope for 
improvement for our next issue, therefore, 
I request all our esteemed readers to 
render support by sending suggestions or 
contributions to acbranchmw@gmail.com. 
Your contributions are essential for this 
E-Newsletter’s success. 

Enjoy your reading!
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Njunga: The Ministry through DAHLD is working 
tirelessly to contain the disease

Njunga assured the nation that 
the Ministry is making all effort 
to ensure that it doesn’t spread 
further.   

 “The Ministry has put 
together all necessary measures 
to control the disease in 
accordance with World Animal 
Health Guidelines, which among 
others include; temporary 
suspension of all livestock (cattle, 
goats, sheep and pigs) markets, 
restriction of livestock movement 

However, in 2017 the disease 
had spread to the non-traditional 
FMD affected areas like Blantyre, 
Neno, Mwanza, Dedza, Ntcheu 
and Lilongwe. According to Dr. 
Njunga, this is due to a number 
of factors which include; changes 
in animal disease dynamics which 
is attributed to climate change, 
illegal animal movement from 
the Lower Shire going upland, 
and cross boarder disease 
transfer.

to contain the outbreak at 
the earliest time possible, to 
avoid the drastic impacts if not 
contained in good time. To the 
unaffected areas, Njunga advised 
subjects to be on the lookout 
to avoid unscrupulous people 
who might take advantage of 
their dire need and cheat them 
in various ways with the aim 
of stealing from them. For 
example, some may come with 
medicines to cheat them that 
they can cure FMD. This disease 
has no treatment, it is only 
prevented through vaccination 
and quarantine. On this, 
Njunga emphasized that only 
government personnel have the 
mandate to vaccinate animals 
against FMD in this country.

Foot and Mouth Disease is 
a viral disease which affects 
all cloven hoofed animals. 
This disease spreads more 
rapidly than any other disease. 
Commonly affected animals are 
cattle, pigs, sheep, and goats. 
Buffalos carry the virus but do 
not show clinical signs. 

 

and livestock products,  and 
temporary ban of livestock 
slaughters,” said Njunga.

In addition, the Ministry 
has issued a ban on issuing of 
livestock permits, continues to 
sensitize communities on the 
disease and is also conducting 
ring vaccinations in the affected 
areas.

FMD continues to affect 
agricultural productivity 
consequently affecting the 
country’s economy. The disease 
results in production losses of 
meat and milk, reduced growth 
rate, and loss of draught power 
which affects crop production.

In the past, the disease used 
to be a case of the Lower Shire 
(Nsanje and Chikhwawa). 

The Deputy Director also 
indicted some control measures 
which have been put in place to 
help fight against the disease. 

“The policy of the land 
stipulates that no cloven 
hoofed animal from Lower 
Shire is to be moved upland 
for breeding purposes except 
taking them to slaughter 
facilities using appropriate cattle 
transport vehicles. Cross border 
cooperation and harmonized 
approaches to animal disease 
control measures are key to 
ensuring that we are protected 
from incursion of FMD from 
neighboring countries,” he said.

He further encouraged 
stakeholders from the affected 
areas to continue following the 
necessary control measures 

Tongue of sheep infected with Foot 
and Mouth Disease

There are seven distinct sero–
types of the FMD virus namely 
A, O, C, SAT 1, SAT 2, SAT 
3 and Asia 1. Types A, O, SAT 
1, SAT 2, SAT 3 have so far 
occurred in Malawi. The disease, 
however, does not affect humans 
directly but the socio-economic 
impacts badly affect people’s 
livelihoods.
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Victory seemed unlikely for 
Charles Munkhondya and 

Florence Siyame before they started 
soy bean seed multiplication 
program such that they struggled to 
get enough food and good shelter. 
They could also not manage paying 
school fees for their two children 
who were attaining secondary 
education at the time. Charles and 
Florence are a couple with four 
children (two girls and two boys). 
The family hails from Navitengo 
Section, Kameme Extension 
Planning Area (EPA) in Chitipa 
district. 

Charles and Florence were amongst 
20 farmers of Navitengo Section 
who benefited from Sustainable 
Agriculture Production Program 
(SAPP) soy bean seed multiplication 
program. 

“We were selected because we are 
dedicated and hard workers as far 
as farming is concerned,” Florence 
emphasized. 

The couple started multiplying soy 
bean seed (Makwacha variety) in 
2016 when they were given 40kgs 

By Tuchitechi Hawonga

A COUPLE THAT SNATCHED VICTORY FROM 
POVERTY THROUGH SOY BEAN PRODUCTION

Soy beans do very well here, my husband and I have benefited a lot and consider it as the best 
agricultural activity to indulge in. I urge my fellow farmers to start soy bean seed production if they are 
to reap huge benefits. We are talk of the village - Florence Siyame

of seed and since then they have 
been realizing bumper yield each 
passing season. In the 2018/2019 
growing season, they harvested 
over 1,800 kilograms of the legume 
from their 1.5 acres of land. Despite 
challenges with markets, during the 
2017/2018 growing season the family 
realized about MK600, 000.00 (six 
hundred thousand) after selling 1,600 
kilograms tins of soy bean seed. 

Since 2016, the family has been able 
to provide food for the household, 
built a better and bigger house, 
bought livestock (cattle and goats), 
easily paid school fees for their 
children, bought furniture for their 
home, a solar panel among other 
achievements. 

“I applaud SAPP seed multiplication 
program as well as our agricultural 
extension workers who from time to 
time visited and guided us on what to 
do,” said Charles. 

“Soy beans do very well here, 
my husband and I have benefited 
a lot and consider it as the best 
agricultural activity to indulge in. I 
urge my fellow farmers to start soy 
bean seed production if they are to 
reap huge benefits. We are talk of the 
village,” Florence added. 

They are looking forward to buying 
a plough to ease their farming 
activities and a motor vehicle to 
transport their farm produce to 
the markets. Apart from soy bean, 
the family grew maize, beans, 
groundnuts and reared cattle, goats, 
and chickens. 

Seed multiplication is one of the 
programs championed by Sustainable 
Agriculture Production Program 
(SAPP) to achieve the project’s 
objective of contributing to reduction 
of poverty and improved food 
security among the rural population.

Munkhondya's family poses in front of 
their newly constructed house

Munkhondya’s family house before starting soy 
bean production

Munkhondya’s family house after starting  soy bean 
production
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he need for irrigation in 
Malawi’s agriculture production 

and productivity cannot be 
underestimated due to unreliability 
of rainfed agriculture as a result of 
diverse effects of climate change. 
For many years, erratic rainfall 
has dwindled yield potentials 
for most farming households 
which consequently lead to food 
insecurity. 

As a measure for addressing 
food insecurity among farming 
communities, farmers with 
irrigated land potentials are 
encouraged to practice irrigation 
farming either at a small or 
large scale. The costly nature of 
irrigation farming system has for a 
long time restricted most farmers 
from practicing the technology. 
High water pumping energy 
generation costs, difficulties in 
accessing financial services and 

SOLAR PUMPS ADVANCING 
IRRIGATION AMONG 

SMALLHOLDER FARMERS
Lipemba explaining how Majipump works

low profitability of irrigated crops 
by smallholder farmers continue to 
obstruct many farmers to venture 
into irrigation farming.

The introduction of Majipump, 
a solar powered irrigation pump, 
comes barely after smallholder 
farmers’ cry over low yields due to 
erratic rainfall. 

The Majipump uses solar energy 
to pump water at a high pressure 
to cover a larger area. Farmers 
have described it as cost efficient 
since there are no other significant 
costs attached after purchase.

According to Bonex Mphande, 
Chairperson of Namfunga Irrigation 
Scheme, farmers incur only 
purchasing cost. He further hinted 
that Majipump technology uses 
solar energy which makes it more 
cost efficient. He encouraged other 
farmers to use Majipump (solar 
energy pump) since it saves time 
and labour which give farmers an 

opportunity to carry out other 
household activities. 

Commenting on the efficiency 
of the pump, Mrs. Gomani from 
Blantyre, who is doing irrigation 
farming along Lichenza River at 
Bangwe, said she uses the pump 
to irrigate her 2.1 hectares of land 
for about 7 to 10 hours on sunny 
days. Gomani who multiplies 
Sweet potato vines, previously 
used water canes with 10 casual 
laborers to water land which she 
highlighted as costly and labour 
intensive. Gomani is currently 
multiplying Orange-Fleshed 
Sweet Potato (OFSP) vines of 
Kadyaubwerere, Ana akwane, 
Mathuthu and Chipika varieties. 
She further revealed that plans 
are already on paper to start 
multiplying Irish potatoes. She 
usually gets over MK3 million after 
selling her produce in every three 
months of production.

By Khalani Makunje
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The Majipump equipment is a 
portable irrigation kit comprising 
a 24 volts brushless direct current 
motor which is totally enclosed 
making it submersible. It also has a 
fabric filter which keeps the pump 
free of debris. The solar panels of 
the kit are lightweight and can be 
folded for easy storage. The panels 
use direct solar power without 
batteries. Majipump was designed 
with the smallholder farmer in 
mind such that it is very simple 
to connect and use. It has a high 
flow rate of 34 liters per minute, 
potentially covering an area of 1-3 
hectares. The pump has a life span 
of up to 15-20 years.

Mphande irrigating his maize field 
using a solar energy  pump

The pump was introduced in 
Malawi by Agricultural Trading 
Company in conjunction with 
Ergo-Tech Limited of United States 
of America (USA). The pump 
was designed by a USA based 
University professor Brian Lilly and 
is being distributed in Malawi by 
Agricultural Trading Company. 

The National Irrigation Policy 
(NIP) encourages an optimized 
investment in irrigation 
development taking into account 
climate change.  It also promotes 
enhanced capacity for irrigated 
agriculture and a business culture 
in the small-scale irrigated 
agriculture sector.

SAPP ROPES TALANDIRA 
POULTRY GROUP SUPREMELY 

Good news is always syrupy 
to tell. The story of 

Talandira Poultry Group is a 
powerful testimony of SAPP 
being a virtuous friend to 
the most disadvantaged but 
eager-to-execute citizens in 
Traditional Authority Mpama 
in Chiradzulu district. 

“I can assertively say that 
I am now able to pay school 
fees for my daughter at 
Chiradzulu Secondary School 
without much upheaval,” 
explained Angela Banda a 
member of Talandira Poultry 
Group in Nakoli Village, 
Traditional Authority Mpama 
in Chiradzulu.  Mrs. Banda 
who is also a Lead farmer in 
Nakoli village says the group 
is on track in development 
and will certainly achieve its 
objectives. 

“Talandira Poultry Group 
was formed as a means of 
empowering vulnerable 
segment of the society who 
used to sleep on an empty 
stomach. “Previously we were 
failing to produce enough food 
to feed our families due to 
poor harvests year in and year 
out,” narrated the soft spoken 
Angela Banda amid ululation 
from fellow members. 

Having been exposed to 
various good agriculture 
practices (GAPs) such as 
Conservation Agriculture (CA), 
Pit planting and use of manure 
just to mention but a few, 
and seriously implementing 
these in their farms they are 
now able to harvest enough to 

support their families.  
Sustainable Agriculture 

Production Programme (SAPP) 
can ably be described as a 
multi-purpose programme 
that teaches farmers good 
agriculture practices and 
providing keen farmers with 
a substantial startup capital 
aiding them to start a farming 
related business such as 
poultry.

It all started with the chicken 
pass-on program where initial 
15 members of Talandira Group 
received ten chickens (nine 
hens and one cock) each to 
venture into poultry farming. 

Sensing some housing 
and marketing challenges 
which these farmers were 
encountering regarding their 
poultry business, SAPP came in 
again to support them with a 
massive K3, 000, 000 .00 grant 
from Village Challenge Fund 
(VCF) to enable them address 
issues of poultry housing. 

The grant was meant to boost 
members’ financial base to 
enable them buy iron sheets 
for their poultry houses and 

I can assertively say that I am now able to pay 
school fees for my daughter at Chiradzulu 
Secondary School without much upheaval 
- Angela Banda

By Excello Zidana

Banda: Sky is the limit!

”



Riping strawberry fruits at Jesitala’s garden

On her part, Margret Nkuziona 
an Agriculture Extension 
Development Coordinator 
(AEDC) for Mbulumbudzi EPA 
says the group (Talandira) 
deserves support as the 
members are united and ready 
to uplift their livelihoods.

“As an EPA we have no 
problem with the group. If all 
groups were like Talandira, 
our work as agriculture 
extension workers would have 
been very easy to achieve in 
farming communities. Our EPA 
appreciates the financial and 
technical support from SAPP,” 
said Nkuziona while smiling. 

SAPP is being implemented in 
Chitipa, Nkhotakota, Lilongwe, 
Balaka, Blantyre and Chiradzulu 
districts, and (SAPP) gets its 
funding from the International 
Fund for Agriculture 
Development (IFAD).  

Jonathan: SAPP has done it! 

farmer, Henry Jonathan from 
Nakoli Village in Traditional 
Authority Mpama, Chiradzulu 
says SAPP which is supported 
by International Fund for 
Agriculture Development (IFAD) 
has done what many reputable 
organizations have failed to do 
in the past. He explains that 
this is a rare opportunity for 
the rural masses that lack many 
things which aid a real living. 

Tobacco, tea and cotton 
have always ranked top on 

the list of Malawi’s cash crops 
and believed to be contributing 
highly to the country’s 
economy through household 
income, job creation and forex 
earnings.  However, one has 
to reconsider before ending 
the list of economically viable 
crops in Malawi by mentioning 
strawberries.

Not only are they juicy, 
delicious and superfood; 
the economic benefits of 
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also to construct a shop where 
people will be buying chicken 
and chicken products from 
the group. Construction of the 
shop is at an advanced stage 
providing real business hope to 
the members.        

Concurring with Angela Banda 
who doubles the roles of a vice 
secretary for the group and a 
Lead Farmer, Henry Jonathan 
explained that support from 
SAPP is unique and cannot be 
overemphasized.  He says, 
“Since time immemorial, it is 
only SAPP which has provided 
real support to us farmers in 
this village. This is evident in 
a widespread farmer adoptions 
of various crop varieties, 
livestock breeds, sustainable 
land and water management 
GAPs leading to improved 
agricultural productivity and 
nutrition in the area”. 

The 28-year-old poultry 

By Khalani Makunje



strawberries are 
incredible and to some 
extent surprising. This 
tiny sized summer 
fruit has the potential 
of bringing economic 
transformation in one’s 
life as is the case of 
Mr. Steven Jesitala of 
Kazola Village, T/A 
Kalumba in Lilongwe.

“Before I started 
strawberry farming, I 
used to have problems 
in paying school fees 
for my children. But 
now l am able to pay 

months until we run out of 
water,” said Jesitala.

Jesitala and his four 
colleagues are growing 
strawberries at a combined 
area which is almost ¾ of an 
acre. When they harvest every 
week, they sell to vendors who 
come straight to their garden. 
These vendors are usually seen 
in the streets selling the fruit 
and in Lilongwe are commonly 
found at the popularly known 
Lizulu market.

“We sell to vendors using a 
medium plate at K3, 000 or K3, 
500 per plate. On weekly basis 
we usually make between K80, 
000 and K100, 000. This money 
is shared among us,” said 
Jesitala.

Moving forward, Jesitala 
plans to buy a 1 ton pickup 
vehicle to help him with 
transportation. He also plans to 
buy water pumps to ease the 
watering process and increase 
the period of farming for more 
returns.

Commenting on how 
strawberry farming is 

benefiting his subjects, Group 
Village Headman (GvH) 
Chilowa from Chipeta section 
of Chitsime Extension Planning 
Area (EPA) said the crop seems 
to be highly profitable but 
bemoaned lack of organized 
markets.

“I have 26 strawberry farmers 
in my area. This crop has a 
potential of transforming 
people’s lives. The only 
challenge I have seen is the 
lack of good and reliable 
markets,” said Chilowa. 

Government through the 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Irrigation and Water 
Development encourages 
crop diversification among 
farmers to ensure sustainable 
food, nutrition and income 
security through the up-
scaling of climate resilient 
agricultural enterprises. 
Strawberry farming is one such 
promising enterprise capable 
of sustaining farmers’ income.

Jesitala sitting at the house he is constructing with strawberry proceeds

for their fees and I have also 
managed to build my house 
and I am currently constructing 
my mother’s house,” said 
Jesitala. 

The 51-year-old Steven 
Jesitala started strawberry 
farming in 2009. This was 
when he was not able to meet 
the financial demands of his 
household. Jesitala has seven 
children and four of them are 
still in school. He did not have 
a good house by that time.

When he remembered 
of his grandfather growing 
strawberries in 1970, he 
decided to walk in his 
footsteps. All he needed was a 
water source, watering canes 
and a starting pack of fertilizer. 

Jesitala says it only takes 
one month from the day of 
planting to start harvesting 
strawberries. 

“Strawberries start fruiting 
one month after germination. 
When the fruits mature, it takes 
seven days for them to ripen; 
so we keep on harvesting every 
week. This happens for several 
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The long awaited revised ‘Guide to Agricultural Production’ (GAP) 
2018 edition handbook has finally been released. Grab a copy at only 
MK5,000.00  from Department of Agriculture Extension Services 

offices in  Area 4, Lilongwe and all Agriculture Development Divisions 
(ADDs) countrywide. 

GAP is a reference Manual for professionals in Agriculture sector and 
farmers to have easy access to research proven technologies that are 

useful in different farming enterprises. The academia will also find 
this guide useful.

Rush and grab your copy!

MK

5000

AGRICULTURAL RADIO AND TV PROGRAMMES BROADCASTING SCHEDULE
RADIO  TV

ULIMI WALERO TITUKUKE NDI ASWAP TITUKUKE NDI ASWAP

	Wednesdays & Thursdays on MBC 
Radio 1 (13:30 to 13:50 hrs)

	Fridays on MBC Radio 1 (15:15 to 
15:30 hrs)

	Mondays on MBC TV (18:15 – 
18:30hrs)

	Mondays on MBC Radio 2 FM 
(18:00 to 18:20 hrs)

	Wednesdays on MBC Radio 1 (11:30 
to 11:45 hrs) Repeat

	Thursdays on MBC TV (13:00 – 
13:15hrs)

ZOKOMERA ALIMI 

	Saturdays on MBC Radio 1 (11:30 to 
12:00 hrs)

Coming out  Soon 
Watch out for the following publications from the 

Department of Agriculture Extension Services (DAES)

DAES Magazine and  Za Achikumbi Magazine
These are quarterly DAES publications available in hard copies for 

free..........
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